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SPX Flow Technology

APV is globally recognized for providing
high quality process engineering solutions and helping customers improve
their plant’s performance and profitability. Equipment options include a range
of homogenizers, plate heat exchangers,
pumps, valves and process systems.

Anhydro combines a total of more than
250 years of specialization and experience in evaporation, drying and dewatering equipment for the dairy, food and
beverage, brewery, chemicals, starch and
pharmaceutical industries. Anhydro systems and equipment are renowned for
their design, engineering, process quality and efficiency. Spanning from spray
dryers, fluid bed and tube bundle dryers
to evaporators, presses and brewery conveyors, customers have a wide range of
flexible and fully customizable solutions
to choose from.

The Gerstenberg Schröder (GS) brand is
internationally recognized for high quality food processing equipment. GS specializes in scraped surface heat exchanger
(SSHE) technology and continuous butter
and emulsification equipment. Supplying
plants ranging from individual machines
to complete process lines, GS equipment
designs are the fruit of intensive development and continual refinement, resulting in top quality systems that help you
process the widest range of products and
increase your competitive edge.
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With over 85 years of experience in mixing technology, process knowledge and
brand innovation, the LIGHTNIN brand
enjoys a global reputation for durable,
long-lasting mixers, agitators, aerators,
and flocculators for fluid process systems and offers a full spectrum of impeller designs for diverse applications. In
addition, a worldwide service network
for mixer & gearbox repair including a
replacement parts program is also available.

seat valves, fittings and Votator brand
scraped surface heat exchangers.

SPX Flow Technology
611 Sugar Creek Road
Delavan, WI 53115
www.spx.com
tel: 800-252-5200
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email: ft.amer.info@spx.com

The Waukesha Cherry-Burrell brand
enjoys a rich history of process innovation
and application expertise. Equipment
includes positive displacement pumps,
centrifugal pumps, mix proof and single
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